I. Call to Order, Review of Anti-trust Statement; Minutes from last meeting  
a. Minutes were read and approved as written  

II. Added: UV guitar for promotion at an event  
a. Brian Cavitt has been working on the design and construction of 3 guitars for promotional use at an event  
b. The 3 guitars would be based on UV curable technology trying to touch on as many areas as possible (e.g. UV-LED, 3D printing, E-beam, etc.)  
c. There are some needs for the guitar  
   i. Akzo Nobel committed to provide UV curable stain  
   ii. John Arnold committed to reaching out to Paul Smith guitars for some possible collaboration  
   iii. Usage of a 3D curable chamber or oven is being requested to all RadTech members. If you are willing to donate a little time to coat and cure the guitar that would be awesome. John Arnold said Miltec might be able to come up with something or someone.  

III. GreenBuild/UV Technology and credits  
a. Credits for UV curable technologies currently fall into 2 categories for GreenBuild: 1) Operations and Maintenance and 2) Building Demolition and Construction  
b. O&M: Changing from mercury lamps to lamps that contain less than 70 pg of mercury per lumen hour would classify for 1 credit  
c. O&M: Reduction of water usage could count as high as 5 points for a total facility. In this case, moving from water cooled lamps to air cooled lamps would qualify the user for credits based on the amount of water that was saved, yearly.  
d. BDC: Low emitting VOC coatings and paints that minimize air contaminant can qualify for 1-3 points for the total structure  
e. Carbon offset materials can be used to qualify for points likely 1-2  

IV. UV/EB Sustainability—topics of interest  
a. More discussion needs to occur on possible Sustainability topics
V. Participation in Other Events
   a. Potential Session at the “INTERNATIONAL FIBER/WOOD-BASED PANELS CONFERENCE 2015,” Chicago, November 11-12, 2015
   b. Group requested more information
   c. AI-Gary Cohen to contact and find out more information and disseminate to the Wood Group

VI. SCAQMD Update
   a. Rumblings of lower VOC’s for wood coatings is being heard
   b. SCAQMD has adopted Low vapor pressure VOC regulations
      i. May impact low vapor pressure UV/EB products
   c. California is trying to go Green House Gas neutral in the energy sector
   d. $200 million in tax credits are earmarked in CA for business that want to expand in CA or move to CA
   e. Odor control may be next topic in CA
   f. UV/EB Resolution is being considered to be drafted for adoption in CA

VII. Development of RadTech UV/EB Wood Guide. Potential authors/topics
   a. Discussion occurred on constructing a wood guide
   b. The Discussion changed to updating the UV/EB Primer
   c. Josh Lensbouer will take on the task of updating the primer for the 2015 Chicago Show
   d. Brian Cavitt volunteered to help
   e. Gary Sigel offered to review and edit
   f. John Arnold said he would be willing to be involved as well

VIII. Other Business
   a. none

VIII. Adjourn